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US Financial Market Crisis:

What’s Next?

In this presentation, I will try to demonstrate how this crisis stands as logical development of the economic 
and political attacks against the social protection system.

The drama is in three acts. The first one is the implementation of the finance as a sector of production. The 
second is the logical deepening of this sector and its role as a source of growth. The last one is a wrong 
interpretation of the concept of “lender of the last resort”, if it has to be the state.

One of the main characteristics of globalisation since the 1980’s is the decrease in the share of GDP which 
go towards wages. Contrary to a widely held opinion it is established by international institutions, IMF and 
European Commission, notably, that the underlying decrease in the share of wages in GDP is a structural 
phenomenon and not a conjectural one. The share of wages in GDP from 1982 to 2005 in Europe decreased 
from 63% to 58%. Consequently, it is quite possible to state that the rate of profit during this period increased 
drastically. In the Triade, with a rate of profit equal to 100 in 2000, it increased from 70 in the 1980’s to 110 in 
2006. But it is also possible to show that this movement is not linked to an increase in the rates of invest-
ment and growth. On the contrary, the latter, in the same period for the same region, continued to fluctuate 
around 2% or 3%. In other words, the puncture on wages has not been used to invest more. The ongoing 
discrepancy between the profits realised by enterprises and the share of the profits going to real invest-
ment is therefore a good indicator of the financiarisation of the economic activity. If the rate of financiarisa-
tion is defined as the non invested share of profit in percentage of the GDP, which is the difference between 
enterprises margin rate and their rate of investment, one can clearly see a strong link between the rate of 
financiarisation and the rate of unemployment in Europe from the 1980’s. 

We reach here one of our firsts conclusion; finance became a sector of production in itself when it should 
be a tool to make capital liquid. 

The signals sent by the market which normally should, as orthodoxy tells us, be the main signals inves-
tors take into account, were not missing. It goes from the 1980’s with the stock exchange krach of 1987, the 
lTCM crash in the late 1990’s, the bankruptcy of ENRON in 2001 with the end of the dotcom phenomenon, 
etc…. It continues today with the dismay of Northern Rock, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, AIG…

Nevertheless, it seemed that these crises had to be interpreted as a normal phenomenon of adaptation to 
a new era of capitalism. The financial sector was just adjusting to a new globalisation in order to allocate 
optimally the capital in the economy. If competition produces stability, let’s be optimistic. Then, how was 
it possible not to see a strange repetition of the same disaster? How can we accept that behind all this 
“adaptation” of the financial system to a world economy, the vast majority of people pay the highest price 
of crises? How can we trust the economic and political organisations of a system which want to make us 
believe that to be in a better position in the future we must accept to lose our jobs and houses today? I 
propose to explain the last crisis and the concepts which made us perhaps believe that capitalism was 
entering a new era of accumulation. However, let us be clear, economic activity is lead by profit. If these 
profits would be reinvested productively, creating real wealth and employment, surely the economic sys-
tem would have grown on safer bases. The problem in this case, is that profits have not been created to 
be invested productively but to be invested for more financial profits, creating a wealth which ultimately 
disappeared in ashes.

The first tool used for this purpose was that competition could produce stability in the finance sphere. 
The other one is that the financial sector, contrary to the productive sector, built its own protection system 
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against risk, although it is its “raison d’être”. To finance economic activity is risky and therefore those who 
do not want to take risks must not be bankers.

When investments in the real economy represent a return on investment around 10% or 20% for the best 
ones, to invest in finance represents a return of about 40%. This was made possible thanks to leverage 
activities. And for a normal entrepreneur, it would be crazy not to invest in finance when such a difference 
exists between returns on real activities and the ones in the financial sphere. An economic actor who 
would prevent himself to act in such a way would lose the confidence of its investors. Competition there-
fore, produces here a rush to financial investment against investment in the real economy. Keynes stated 
it in Chapter 12 of The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money when he qualified activities in 
the financial sector as a beauty competition: “professional investment may be likened to those newspaper 
competitions in which the competitors have to pick out the six prettiest faces from a hundred photographs, 
the prize being awarded to the competitor whose choice most nearly corresponds to the average prefer-
ences of the competitors as a whole; so that each competitor has to pick, not those faces which he himself 
finds prettiest, but those which he thinks likeliest to catch the fancy of the other competitors, all of whom 
are looking at the problem from the same point of view. It is not a case of choosing those which, to the 
best of one’s judgment, are really the prettiest, nor even those which average opinion genuinely thinks the 
prettiest. We have reached the third degree where we devote our intelligences to anticipating what average 
opinion expects the average opinion to be. And there are some, I believe, who practise the fourth, fifth and 
higher degrees”. One will not invest in the economic activity that he expects to be the most rentable one, 
given the risks associated to it, but will first invest in the sector for which he thinks the others will expect it 
will be the most profitable, given its risk, and so on. In other word, one will not bid for the person he thinks 
to be the most beautiful but for the persons he thinks the others will find the most beautiful, and this to a 
third or a fourth degree. If financial activities giving a yield of 40% are allowed, one will not invest in these 
activities because he thinks that they are surely better investment for growth but because all the others 
will act in this way.

The question still exists therefore: in what financial products investors were interested in? At first, one 
would think that they were primarily interested in investing in real estate, in the housing business. That is 
not the case. They were in primarily interested in investing in the derivatives of loans for housing. In doing 
so, the financial sector became a parasite of economic activity. In fact, when contracting a loan to a private 
economic actor, a bank has the possibility to refinance itself by selling the promise to be paid by the debtor. 
Normally, banks and financial institutions should consider the risk associated to this lending and if the 
latter is reasonable, should wait for the payment of the principal and the interests of the debt contracted. 
But this money, if the risk associated for a default of payment is low, could be sold, allowing more future 
profits. Why it could not be transformed in bonds, allowing a recovery of the money immobilized first? This 
would be a double gain activity. On one hand, bankers would reduce their risk of default of payment, and 
on the other, this could allow higher returns by higher investment in the financial sector. Those financial 
products are called “Asset Backed securities”. The ones for real estate are called “Mortgage Backed Se-
curities” and there exists equivalents for plenty of types of credits from consumption to education. What 
these special products do is a transfer of risky lending to prevent banks to recover their money from the 
Central Bank against an interest. This activity is managed by special entities linked to the banks, in offshore 
accounts. Nevertheless, it is not finished. Why not, after having dissipated the risk to the whole economy 
instead of managing it through the banking system, should one not prevent himself of not being repaid 
on their “Asset Backed securities” or “Mortgage Backed Securities”? This has been done! It is called the 
“Collaterized Debt Obligations”. These assets are just ABS or MBS of a certain type. It becomes now tempt-
ing, in the position of a financial institutions, to lend money unconsciously to people who surely will not 
be able to refurnish it, being sure to be able to sell financial products, preventing against individual risk to 
transfer it to society. We are not inventing, it exists financial products known as “Ninja” for “No Income No 
job or Asset”! When this financial organisation is supported by Central Banks, through an indiscriminate 
low interest monetary policy, things become less manageable. We cannot say we were not informed. To 
quote Keynes (Chapter 24 of The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money): “Thus, apart from 
the necessity of central controls to bring about an adjustment between the propensity to consume and the 
inducement to invest, there is no more reason to socialise economic life than there was before”.
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But just one question: what was done to prevent the risk of fluctuation in consumption goods prices? 

It could be argued that there exist some rules to prevent banks to lend too much money. It is the Basel II 
agreement. Banks are obliged to reserve a minimal amount of their equity capital equal to 8% of their risky 
credit. Derivatives are therefore even more interesting. When they prevent banks to pay interests and to 
make more rentable investment in the financial sector, they permit also to lighten banks’ balance sheet 
with risky lending which would require, therefore, a large amount of immobilized capital. Consequently, 
everything continued as if nothing happened, a considerable amount of risks is disseminated in society 
and the solvability ratios of the banks remained constant. The project and the hope to bring regulation by 
means of self-regulation evaporate.

Actually, the fundamental point is elsewhere. The collapse of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac the 6th of Sep-
tember; the one of Merril lynch and lemhan Brothers the 13th and the one of AIG on the 16th, given the 
general pessimism of the market participants, made the intervention of the State mandatory. The point 
lies here in the fact that the State is out of the market. Capital markets, because they are not able to self-
regulate, need the intervention of the state. In periods of boom, investors abandon a rational view on the 
interaction between future earnings and the risk associated to it. In period of recession, all of them are 
looking for liquidities and there is a rush to sell all assets. Even worse, in periods of depression, the capital 
value of the financial institutions decreases, but that is not all, their possibility to finance their investments 
become more difficult given the fact that other financial institutions will lend them money only at a high 
interest rate. This generalised panic results in a freezing of the interbank market. The liberal logic would 
suggest that the ones who made risky investments would collapse and disappear, but when the panic is 
general, it is no longer a question of responsibility but a question of survival. Here lie the main political 
advances of financial institutions. The Central Banks will lower interest rates and inject thousands of dol-
lars of liquidities in order to restore confidence. They will also multiply exceptional procedures to facilitate 
financial institutions in need of liquidities. They will accept to take the liquid assets that nobody wants and 
this, against “warrants” which give no voting rights for the future orientation of the banks. This signifies 
that investors will be able to continue to make risky investments and disseminate them into the whole 
economy with the benediction of the Central Banks. Therefore, when one speaks about the independence 
of the Central Banks from the state one should not forget to speak of the independence of the Central 
Banks from the financial sector! The question remains, to what extent the Central Banks can absorb bad 
assets and continue to send a message of confidence to private investors. It can here be said that it seems 
nobody thought of helping the financial sector with some conditions or requirements.

We just give one proposition of regulation without any need to nationalise anything. It needs, however, 
a voluntary, responsive and active monetary policy not limited to the limitation of inflation. Should it not 
be possible, given the weight of the interest rate in a credit economy of production, to stipulate different 
requirements according to the orientation of investments? In a market economy, this would suggest to 
differentiate one or more rates of interest for investments in the real sphere of the economy, to orientate 
and facilitate investments in the different sectors of economy, given the global orientation of the economic 
policy, and another to help banks to refinance themselves on the interbank market to the extent of their im-
plication in the financial sector, given the risk associated to it. In these moments of tension, the first could 
be much lower than the second one. This would allow enterprises to access the financial system without 
strengthening the desire of the financial institutions to make financial profits. This idea comes back at least 
to Smith’s studies and can find an echo, paradoxically, in Hayek’s work.


